Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 15 March 2019

WEATHER: Fine   TRACK: Good     KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr. S. Jones, Ms. E. Alessandrino, Mr. C. Kerr
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. B. Vale
Lure Driver: Mr. J. Brooks

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 4 BACKPACKER JACK (34.0kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 12 BETTER BUY (15/3)
Illness: Race 9 GOVERNESS (14/3)
Ineligible: Race 11 APPLEJACK (15/3)
SUSPENSIONS:
R69A - Race 6 SPIRIT MONELLI x 28 days (Mandurah Track) x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 MOTTZA, Race 3 DOUBLE TALKIN', Race 4 FEELIN' ALRIGHT, Race 5 DANDALUP CASPER, Race 6 ZOOM TUX, Race 7 SPITTING VENOM

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 6:54 PM
NEW WORLD ORDER, BLUE DIABLO & FAIRY MONELLI began quickly. GLOBAL GIRL began slowly. HEZA RAPSCALLION & LAID BACK ROLLIE collided soon after the start. BLUE DIABLO & FAIRY MONELLI collided soon after the start. HARKLE, BLUE DIABLO & FAIRY MONELLI collided on the first turn. GLOBAL GIRL & LEAVE ME BLUE collided on the first turn. GLOBAL GIRL & LEAVE ME BLUE collided several times approaching the home turn. BLUE DIABLO & FAIRY MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. GLOBAL GIRL checked off the heels of LEAVE ME BLUE in the home turn.

SHAKA UNDER FIRE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 2 - Mixed 2/3/Provincial/405 - Mixed 2/3 - 7:14 PM
IT'S THE HORSE & SHAKA UNDER FIRE collided soon after the start. SHAKA UNDER FIRE & UNCHANGEABLE collided soon after the start. BROOKSY MONELLI & ALDRICH collided soon after the start. NANDO'S THUNDER & MOTTZA collided approaching the first turn. SHAKA UNDER FIRE checked off the heels of ALDRICH, shifted out and collided with UNCHANGEABLE & BROOKSY MONELLI on the first turn. UNCHANGEABLE galloped on the heels of SHAKA UNDER FIRE approaching the home turn. ALDRICH checked off the heels of NANDO'S FIRE in the home straight. NANDO'S THUNDER checked off the heels of VEE BEE MATE in the home straight. NANDO'S THUNDER & IT'S THE HORSE collided in the home straight.

Race 3 - Dawesville Cup (Heat)/Provincial/490 (1) - Mixed 4/5 - 7:29 PM
JETTA JAM began quickly. HIGH ABOVE, NO ADDED SUGAR & LEGEND SEEKER began slowly. WESTDALE BANDIT & NO ADDED SUGAR collided soon after the start. WESTDALE BANDIT, NO ADDED SUGAR & LEGEND SEEKER collided soon after the start. NO ADDED SUGAR & LEGEND SEEKER collided several times on the first turn, LEGEND SEEKER lost ground. HIGH ABOVE checked off the heels of DOUBLE TALKIN' on the first turn. JETTA JAM & DOUBLE TALKIN' collided on the second turn. JETTA JAM & DOUBLE TALKIN' collided approaching the home turn. SHE'S ALL TALK checked off the heels of WESTDALE BANDIT on the home turn. LEGEND SEEKER shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. SHE'S ALL TALK & HIGH ABOVE collided in the home straight. LEGEND SEEKER raced wide in the home straight.

Race 4 - Dawesville Cup (Heat)/Provincial/490 (2) - Mixed 4/5 - 7:47 PM
ROCKHOLD, FEELIN’ ALRIGHT & PEAK MONELLI began quickly. JUMP IN LINE & GO GETTEM KRACKA began slowly. JUMP IN LINE & PAGANONI collided on the first turn. NEW ECHO, PAGANONI & GO GETTEM KRACKA collided on the first turn, NEW ECHO lost ground. ROCKHOLD & FEELIN’ ALRIGHT collided on the first turn, ROCKHOLD lost ground and collided with PAGANONI. JUMP IN LINE & GO GETTEM KRACKA collided on the second turn. PAGANONI & GO GETTEM KRACKA collided on the second turn. NEW ECHO & BACKPACKER JACK collided approaching the home turn. PAGANONI checked off the heels of ROCKHOLD on the home turn. NEW ECHO shifted out and collided with BACKPACKER JACK on the home turn.

Race 5 - Dawesville Cup (Heat)/Provincial/490 (3) - Mixed 4/5 - 8:07 PM
NOEL’S CHOICE, DANDALUP CASPER & REN MONELLI began quickly. HELLO CODY began slowly. DASHING TIGER & BALLISTIC BLUE collided soon after the start. BALLISTIC BLUE checked off the heels of REN MONELLI collided soon after the start. BALLISTIC BLUE & HELLO CODY collided on the first turn. NOEL’S CHOICE & NIOBIUM collided on the first turn. NOEL’S CHOICE & BUSH BANDICOOT collided on the second turn. ROCKHOLD & FEELIN’ ALRIGHT collided on the first turn, ROCKHOLD lost ground and collided with PAGANONI. JUMP IN LINE & GO GETTEM KRACKA collided on the second turn. PAGANONI & GO GETTEM KRACKA collided on the second turn. NEW ECHO & BACKPACKER JACK collided approaching the home turn. PAGANONI checked off the heels of ROCKHOLD on the home turn. NEW ECHO shifted out and collided with BACKPACKER JACK on the home turn.

Race 6 - Dawesville Cup (Heat)/Provincial/490 (4) - Mixed 4/5 - 8:31 PM
WEST ON JASMINE & ZOOM TUX began quickly. TORNADO ALLEY & STANGA BOLT collided soon after the start. STANGA BOLT & METAL BUSTER collided soon after the start. IMMEN BALE checked off the heels of SPIRIT MONELLI on the first turn. METAL BUSTER & IMMEN BALE collided on the first turn and both lost ground. WEST ON JASMINE & SPIRIT MONELLI collided on the first turn. WEST ON JASMINE, TORNADO ALLEY & SPIRIT MONELLI collided in back straight, WEST ON JASMINE lost ground. WEST ON JASMINE & IMMEN BALE checked off the heels of TORNADO ALLEY approaching the home turn. WEST ON JASMINE checked off the heels of IMMEN BALE on the home turn. ZOOM TUX & SPIRIT MONELLI collided on the home turn. SPIRIT MONELLI eased in the home straight and collided several times with ZOOM TUX.

Steward’s inquired into a report that SPIRIT MONELLI failed to pursue the lure with due commitment in the home straight. Trainer Mr. D. Hobby acknowledged the report, subsequently SPIRIT MONELLI has been stood down for 28 days at Mandurah only & placed on a field satisfactory trial under R69A.

SPIRIT MONELLI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Dawesville Cup (Heat)/Provincial/490 (5) - Mixed 4/5 - 8:52 PM
TORO TONIC & SPITTING VENOM began quickly. LITTLE GROVE began slowly. LITTLE GROVE & HELLO I'M STEELO collided soon after the start. UNEDUCATED & HELLO I'M STEELO collided soon after the start. DYNA FABRICE & HELLO I'M STEELO collided on the first turn. ROXY'S DOUBLE & DYNA FABRICE collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC checked off the heels of SPITTING VENOM and collided with SNALLYGASTER on the first turn. UNEDUCATED & LITTLE GROVE collided in the back straight. UNEDUCATED checked off the heels of LITTLE GROVE in the back straight. LITTLE GROVE checked off the heels of DYNA FABRICE in the back straight. DYNA FABRICE & HELLO I'M STEELO collided on the second turn. LITTLE GROVE & HELLO I'M STEELO collided approaching the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 1/2/Provincial/405 - Mixed 1/2 - 9:07 PM
FRIDA MONELLI & EM MORNEY began quickly. TATTOOED WARRIOR & NAIQAMA began slowly. YUUP & KING TONY collided soon after the start. QUIDS IN, YUUP & KING CIGAR collided approaching the first turn. FRIDA MONELLI & EM MORNEY collided on the first turn. FRIDA MONELLI, EM MORNEY & KING TONY collided on the first turn. QUIDS IN & TATTOOED WARRIOR collided on the first turn, TATTOOED WARRIOR lost ground. TATTOOED WARRIOR checked off the heels of YUUP on the first turn. YUUP & KING CIGAR collided on the first turn. YUUP checked off the heels of KING CIGAR approaching the home turn. KING CIGAR checked off the heels of EM MORNEY approaching the home turn. TATTOOED WARRIOR checked off the heels of YUUP on the home turn. QUIDS IN checked off the heels of NAIQAMA on the home turn.

Race 9 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:22 PM
MANDELBAUM began slowly. ROCKSTAR TOOVEY & KAYTWO MONELLI collided soon after the start. COSMIC COLADA & MOUSE LOMAR collided soon after the start. ROCKSTAR TOOVEY & COSMIC COLADA collided on the first turn. MANDELBAUM & COSMIC COLADA collided heavily on the first turn and both lost ground. RECO TONIC & MOUSE LOMAR collided approaching the home turn. MOUSE LOMAR checked off the heels of RECO TONIC on the home turn. RECO TONIC raced wide in the home straight.

COSMIC COLADA was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10 - Mixed 3/4/Provincial/405 - Mixed 3/4 - 9:42 PM
WHAT A HOOT & UP AND ABOVE began quickly. DANCE AWAY began slowly. SKETCHY MATT & BONTEM DELLY collided soon after the start. WHAT A HOOT & UP AND ABOVE collided approaching the first turn. WHAT A HOOT & UP AND ABOVE collided on the first turn. OUCHAMP checked off the heels of WHAT A HOOT on the first turn. DANCE AWAY & SKETCHY MATT collided on the first turn. OUCHAMP & DANCE AWAY collided on the first turn. DANCE AWAY checked off the heels of OUCHAMP approaching the home turn. SKETCHY MATT raced wide in the home straight.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 9:57 PM
SUNSET MOO MOO began quickly. BAGO COOPS began slowly. SPARKY ROY & DANDALUP GALAXY collided soon after the start. RANSOME THE OPAL & SUNSET MOO MOO collided approaching the first turn. SPARKY ROY & DANDALUP GALAXY collided approaching the first turn. LILLY TUX, RANSOME THE OPAL, SUNSET MOO MOO collided on the first turn, RANSOME THE OPAL lost ground. FAB PHILIPPE checked off the heels of LILLY TUX on the home turn. SUNSET MOO MOO checked off the heels of BAGO COOPS in the home straight.

Race 12 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 10:17 PM
POCKETFUL began quickly. SIZZLING SHANE & BLACK EUPHORIA collided soon after the start. BLACK EUPHORIA checked off the heels of SIZZLING SHANE on the first turn. SIZZLING SHANE & GO GETTEM MISSY collided on the first turn. LAPTOP GURU checked off the heels of GO GETTEM MISSY approaching the home turn.

FINAL.